PEACETREE.WORLD
presents:

P.I.E.R. ONE
Peacetree International Eco Resort

„Promised Land is where we go - following the Rainbow!
Our Hearts know how to go with the flow - let it grow - let it flow!“*
*Song Creation in 2010 from „Lightning Warrior“ - Christopher Langton
out of the Energy of ONE from our Sacred Circles for Medicine & Vision

12 years later we found this „Birthplace of a new Humanity“ in Nicaragua!

is already popping its head out of Earth Mother's Womb ;-)

This magical place has an existing curvey Dreamhouse, which was built just like our
favorite Artist, Friedensreich Hundertwasser, would have. It can serve as the Center of
this huge 2ha oasis with steps leading down to the property's own secluded bay.

Every Year Whales & Dolphins swim by confirming the "Sacredness"
of this bay like the Inhabitants of San Juan del Sur (just 10 Minutes away) call it

We found the treasure at the end of the Rainbow *
* please write us an email to matthias@friedensbaum.de receive our magical story

IMAGINE
a place where deep peace is pulsing with every single wave coming in,
washing around your heart & cleansing your soul free which will support
you finding and fulfilling your purpose in Life to become a steward of
mother earth“
White Lightfire

THE VISION
is to co-create a place for Transformation to escape from the little „I“ back
into ONEness. The Medicine of the Elements - Water from the Ocean,
Earth, Wind & Fire, the Peacetree, the sacred Ceremonies in Circles of
Humans will support everyone who surrender to a rebirthing process into
a new Humanity of a new time on a new earth.
it will become also the birthplace of:
the PEACE UniversiTREE
A maritime art design of houses and cabanas
3rd and many more rainbow dances, earth healing dances & ceremonies
Garden Eden - a permaculture garden with a Holy Wood of Fruit Trees
4 more houses for Families who are the Stewards of P.I.E.R. ONE
12 to 15 Cabanas for 24 to 30 Seminar-Guests
Art for Peace - the whole estate will become a place of Art reflecting the
beauty of every being who follows their hearts visiting it
* Together in co-created Areas with the Spirit of the Place we invite our
Guests to realign with their soul path
*
*
*
*
*
*
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YOU LIKE TO BE A PART TO GIVE THIS
LAND BACK INTO EARTHKEEPERS HANDS?
OUR AIM TO BUY THIS LAND FREE IS € 999.999
(INCLUDING ALL EXTRAS & the Building of a Retreat-Center)

You can choose between this possibilities & gifts from us:
*
*
*
*
*

your own Idea how you can help us realize this vision
become a part of our „Company for Peace“ Network
Your Name on our „88 Stairways to Peace“ created by one of our artists
Buy yourself a spiritual Artwork from our Artists for Peace
You can become a patron of Casas/ Cabanas or Retreat-Houses

YOUR WAY TO PEACE
You can also support us by investing in yourself on your way to peace:
get your detailed descriptions of our offering with your mail to:
matthias@peacetree.world
* Buy our 10 year Anniversary Double-Album „Sharity - Music for Peace“
or Tickets for our Anniversary Show (limited to 333 Double-CD´s a € 33,-)
* Peacemaker Packet - with online courses, meditations & live concerts
(limited to 333 packages á € 222,-)
* Peacetree Surprise Manifestation Present from our Peacetree.shop
(unlimited - in a worth of € 333,-)
* Become a Peacetree Benefactor
(give the next Peacetree your name € 1333,-)
* MMM - Magic Master Manifestation Group
learn how to manifest your vision into reality
(limited to 99 seats for 99 days á € 999,-)
* Like A Phoenix - online course which can transform your life
(limited to 99 seats for 99 days á € 999,-)
* Inner & Outer Journey to yourself to Nicaragua
(limited to 33 seats for 21 days á € 9999,-)
* Inner & Outer Journey to the Stone of Wisdom including Trip to Myanmar
(limited to 13 seats for 21 days á 13333,-)
You can contribute in every currency, NFT, Crypto, paypal or in cash or gradido
Powered by our 3 major Crowdfunding Platforms for our largest Crowdfunding ever:

